League One Plymouth Argyle. He is
the reigning Supporters and Players’
Player of The Year, having scooped
both gongs at the 2016/17 end of
season awards ceremony.
Shrimps Trust trustees would like to
express our thoughts and best
wishes to Ryan and his family as he
undergoes surgery.

Ryan Edwards
It has recently been announced that
former Shrimps favourite
Ryan
Edwards (pictured) has been
diagnosed with testicular cancer.
Ryan, who made over 100
appearances for the club during a
three year period, left Morecambe
at the end of last season to join

A custom made card featuring a
montage of Ryan during his
Morecambe playing days has been
produced by the Trust, and will be
available
for
members
and
supporters to sign at the Trust
Information Point (located in JB’s
Bar) at the Mansfield Town home
fixture on Saturday 27th January.
You may also like to show your
support to Ryan by sending a
message on social media using the
hashtag #WithYouEddy.
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Coming Events
Trustee Mark Swindlehurst will be hosting a
number of fan friendly
social events at The
Globe in the coming
weeks. A Fun Quiz &
Bingo Night on Saturday
10th February will kickoff proceedings, which
look to support Joanne
Wilson who is running
the London Marathon in
aid of St John’s Hospice.

The winner of the quiz
will receive a trophy,
which is to be named in
memory
of
Geoff
Wilson; an avid Shrimps
Supporter and keen
quizzer
who
sadly
passed away last year.

#STRONGER TOGETHER

Trust Calendar 2018—A Reminder

Members Monthly Prize Draw January

We still have a few limited edition Shrimps Trust 2018 calendars
available. It's a cracker, containing all the fixtures for the rest of this
season, players' birthdays, memorable dates in Shrimps history, plus lots
of brilliant action photos. Priced at £6 (£2 discount applicable for all
Trust members) , all proceeds from calendar sales will be used to fund
fan lead projects at the club and in the local community—details of
which will be available shortly.
We have posted calendars to Canada, Thailand and closer to home—but
you can buy yours from the Trust Information Point (located in JB’s Bar)
on match days, the club shop, or online at shrimpstrust.co.uk.

Congratulation to all
our winners!

Icing on the Cake!
Romanian Shrimps follower Tataru
Teodoise recently shared a picture of
his 13th birthday cake with
Morecambe fans on Facebook —which
to our surprise featured the front
cover of the 2018 Shrimps Trust
calendar. We hope it tasted as good
as it looked; it nearly bought ‘tiers’ to
our eyes. We have reached out to
Tataru in the hope that we can send
him a copy of the real thing as a
belated birthday gift.

Come On You Shrimps

#STRONGER TOGETHER

